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Jack Lewis
Partner, Director of Firearms
Jack brings over 50 years of experience as a firearms and militaria historian, collector, researcher, and author. Sec-
ond-generation in antique firearms Jack is a true industry expert. For over 14 years Jack served as the director of 
historic firearms and militaria at a well-known auction house facilitating the sale of dozens of rare collections from 
private collectors, institutions, estates, and firearms dealers. Jack has been involved in some of the most important 
and high-profile sales in recent memory. Jack is a member of the prestigious American Society of Arms Collectors, 
lifetime member of the National Rifle Association and the Ohio Gun Collectors Association, and proud veteran of 
the Vietnam War.

Hal Wendling
Partner, Chief Executive Officer
Hal is president of Wendling Printing Company, a family run business that has been in operation for over 90 years. 
He brings a diverse range of business skills, practical ethics, networking, and knowledge in collecting. Hal attended 
Indiana University where he participated on the skeet team and earned his BS in finance and marketing. Hal’s father, 
Howard, helped to foster his interest in firearms and antiques from a young age.

Andrew Clinard
Arms and Armor Specialist
Andrew brings over a decade of experience as a historical researcher and is an expert in military history and material 
culture. Prior to joining the Lewis & Grant Auctions, he worked with well-known institutions such as the National Mu-
seum of the United States Air Force and the Wright State University Archives and has researched and cataloged several 
high-profile arms collections. Andrew earned his MS in history with a focus in museum and archival studies from Wright 
State University. An advocate for local and regional museums, Andrew is also active in several collecting organizations 
including the National Rifle Association, Ohio Gun Collectors, and the Japanese Sword Society of the United States.

Grant Wendling
Partner, Chief Marketing Officer
Grant focuses on client outreach and development. He earned his BS in business marketing from the University of 
Louisville. Prior to co-founding Lewis & Grant Auctions, Grant worked in the printing industry where he managed 
press crews and oversaw production and fulfillment. As a small arms enthusiast he is quickly becoming an expert on 
the history and engineering of antique firearms.

Jason Pompilio
Chief Financial Officer
Jason manages the day-to-day business operations and finances. He earned his MS in applied and resource econom-
ics from East Carolina University and MPS in legislative affairs from George Washington University. Prior to joining 
Lewis & Grant Auctions, Jason gained extensive experience in management, operations, and finance in the film 
industry, academia, and the nonprofit world.

Specialists for the Auction
Bill Lewis
Partner, Chief Operating Officer
Bill is a third-generation expert in antique firearms with a focus on historic firearms and early militaria. Prior to 
joining Lewis & Grant Auctions, he managed the day-to-day operations at a well-respected auction house for nearly 
a decade. Partnering with Jack, Bill has built a reputation as a top researcher, cataloger, and lecturer on historic 
firearms, militaria artifacts, Japanese edged weapons/armor, early European edged weapons/armor, and wheel locks. 
Bill earned his BBA in business administration and management from Thomas More University and is involved 
with several firearms organizations including, among others, the National Rifle Association, Ohio Gun Collectors, 
and Theodore Roosevelt Conservation Partnership.
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2
Quakenbush Rifle
.22 caliber, 18" two stage round barrel, S/N 29830.  Marked 
on the left side of the frame “M.M. Quackenbush Herkimer 
N.Y.”.  Nickel plate finish, walnut stock.
**Overall excellent retaining nearly all of the original nickel 
finish.**
$400 – $600

1
Winchester Model 1894 NRA Musket
.30-30 caliber, 26" round barrel, S/N NRA8862.  Blue finish marked on the left side of 
the frame “NRA” in an oval and dated “1871 & 1971”.  Walnut stock and full forearm.
**New condition, appears unfired.**
$650 – $900

3
Winchester Model 1906 Expert Rifle
.22 Short/Long/Long Rifle caliber, 20" barrel, S/N 540010,  Blue finish with fruit wood 
stock and forearm.  Blade front sight with Marble tang rear sight.
**The barrel retains nearly all of the original blue finish.  The magazine tube retains 
most of the blue just a little flaking and turning plum. The frame has a lot of the 
bright original blue finish with some turning plum and flaking.  Stock and forearm 
are excellent with minimal storage dings.  Bore is bright and shiny.  Mechanically 
excellent.**
$1,500 – $2,500
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4
Engraved Winchester Carbine Model 94 .22 XTR
.22 Winchester Mag caliber, 20" round barrel, S/N F325034.  Finely scroll engraved 
and further adorned with gold rabbits and squirrels. Attractive checkered stock and 
forearm.
**Rifle retains all of the original blue finish.  Stock and forearm retains all of the origi-
nal finish.  Bore is as new.**
$6,000 – $9,000
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5
Winchester Exhibition Model 1886 Deluxe Factory Ulrich  
Engraved Carbine
.45-90 caliber, 22" round barrel, S/N 111840.  Frame is engraved on left side with bull 
moose in a panel surrounded by scrolls and borders.  The right side is fully covered 
in scrolls and borders and a panel scene featuring a standing elk. Top of buttplate is 
engraved en suite.  The frame, buttplate and bands are finished in gold with barrel, 
magazine tube, hammer and lever finished in nickel.  Finely figured deluxe 3X style 
figured walnut checkered straight grip buttstock and checkered forearm.
**This is an factory exhibition carbine used by Winchester to promote its rifles and 
all special features are fully documented in the Winchester records.  Three pages of 
white letters from The Cody Museum accompany the carbine, which retains all of its 
original factory original finishes.  The bore is excellent.  Stock and forearm have all 
their original factory varnish with a few extremely minor storage marks.**
$50,000 – $75,000
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6
Unique Deluxe Factory Engraved Winchester Flat Side Model  
1866 Musketoon
.44 RF caliber,  24" round barrel, 3/4 magazine, NSN.  Blued barrel and magazine 
tube, engraved brass frame.  Walnut stock and forearm.  Factory engraved flat sides 
are by an unknown engraver.  This rifle is unique due to luxurious engraving and 
unique configuration.  The left side of frame elaborately engraved with scrolls, flower 
and two animal heads emerging from the scroll pattern; one a bear, and the other a 
wolf. Top of the frame engraved with scrolls held in the mouth of a fearsome wolf ’s 
head. Right side of frame similar engraved, with two wolf ’s heads emerging from the 
scrolls.  The underside and lifter engraved with scrolls and a sunburst.
**The hammer has nearly all of its case colors.  The lever has most of the original blue just 
lightly fading.  The frame and buttplate have a beautiful butterscotch patina.  Barrel retains 
nearly all of the original bright blue finish.  Three-quarter magazine tube retains most of 
the original blue finish which is lightly fading.  Carbine barrel bands with considerable 
original blue finish.  Rear band screw has some damage to slot.  Rear sight retains most of 
the blue finish.  Barrel bolt finished in the bright.  Oil finish buttstock and forend retain 
nearly all of the original finish with minor marks.  The flat loading gate retains nearly all of 
the original blue finish.  Bore is bright and shiny.  This is a unique factory decorated and 
engraved 1866 Musketoon.  Truly one of a kind.**
$75,000 – $150,000
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7
Factory Engraved Winchester Model 1897 Shotgun with  
Extra Barrel
12 gauge, 28" full matted barrels, S/N189948.  Pull 13-7/8", Drop is 2 1/2" 
and 1 3/8".  The magazine retainer is gold plated, as is the takedown part of 
the barrel.  The left side of the frame has two pointer dogs on point while 
standing in an open grass and brush field.  The entire scene is bordered by an 
arabesque type scroll and filled in with floral engraving.  The breechblock is 
marked  “Trap Gun”  The right side of the frame shows a retriever dog car-
rying a quail in an oval vignette.  The rest of the frame is covered with floral 
engraving.
**The frame retains most of the original gold finish. The barrels retain nearly 
all of the bright original factory blue finish.  Finely checkered stock and fore-
arm with the stock carrying a black diamond.**
$50,000 – $75,000
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8
Winchester Model 1887 Shotgun
12 gauge, 30" round barrel, S/N 29048.  Blue barrel, case colored frame, pistol grip 
walnut stock and forearm.  Left side of frame with “WRA” engraved in a circle.
**The barrel retains nearly all of the bright blue finish.  Two small spots near the fore-
arm on the left side of the barrel close to the frame.  The frame retains nearly all of the 
bright case colors.  Stock and forearm are excellent.  Bore is bright and shiny.**
$6,000 – $9,000
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9
Winchester Model 62A Gallery Rifle
.22 short caliber, 23" round barrel, S/N 406920.  Blue finish, walnut grooved forearm 
and stock.  Winchester markings on the left side of the frame.
**Retaining all of the original blue finish.  Bore is excellent.  Stock and forearm are 
excellent.  Bright and shiny bore and mechanically excellent.**
$1,500 – $2,500
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Very Rare Factory Presentation Ulrich Engraved Winchester  
Model 1892 Carbine
.44-40 caliber, 20" round barrel with full magazine, S/N 45843. The gold frame is fully 
engraved on the left side with a panel scene of two running whitetail deer.  The right 
side with a panel scene of a buck is fully scroll engraved with borders. Signed on the 
bottom tang “J. ULRICH”,  the buttplate is engraved in the curve “Lt J. Kennedy Todd 
71st NG.N.Y.”
Deluxe 3X quality burl walnut stock with checkered straight grip and checkered 
forearm.  The frame, buttplate, and two barrel bands are finished in gold, the barrel, 
magazine tube and lever are finished in nickel.  Lot includes Winchester Factory letter 
stating “Fancy Checkered stock, Nickel and Gold finish with Engraving $6.25.  Date 
shipped 9-13-1895”.
**The carbine retains nearly all of its Winchester factory finish  This 1892 carbine 
was likely a Winchester factory exhibition gun returned to the factory sometime 
after 1906 as it bears the verified proof mark on the barrel. Winchester arms made 
for exhibition at this period were frequently returned by its dealers to the factory for 
freshening before being sold and shipped to individuals like Lieutenant Todd.**
$50,000 – $75,000
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Factory J. Urlich Engraved and Gilt Winchester Model 1903
.22 caliber,  20" round barrel with flat crown, S/N31823.  Finely figured checkered 
pistol grip stock and checkered forearm.  Blue barrel, breechblock and buttplate.  
Engraved and gilt finish frame and forend cap.  The Left side of the frame shows two 
dogs on point, in a forest scene in a large oval.  The remainder of the frame is scroll 
engraved with Grecian type border design.  The top of the frame shows a beautiful 
double kidney shaped engraving surrounded by fine scroll work.  The right side of the 
frame shows two squirrels on a leafy tree branch inside a large oval.  The rest of the 
frame is covered in scroll engraving and is bordered with Grecian type design.  The 
bottom of the frame and trigger guard show cross hatched and dot engraving plus 
scroll work and the gun is signed on the triggerguard “J. Ulrich”.
**Forend cap shows some scroll engraving and is gold plated .  The frame show most 
of the gilt finish.  The barrel retains most of the blue finish.  This is outstanding  
J.Ulrich signed ’03 Deluxe Winchester.**
$10,000 – $15,000
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Factory Deluxe Relief Engraved Panel Scene 
Winchester Model 1866 Rifle

12
Factory Deluxe Relief Engraved Panel Scene Winchester Model 1866 Rifle
44 RF caliber, 24.5" octagonal barrel, S/N 46039.  900 yard rear barrel sight.  Blued 
barrel, magazine tube, magazine tube retainer and sling swivels.  Blue breech bolt 
with case colored hammer, lever and trigger.  Gilt nose cap, frame, and buttplate.  
Beautifully engraved by Conrad Ulrich in six panels, the right side has three animal 
panels, and on the left it has three with one large oval pane depicting hunter shooting 
at elk behind stump accompanied by beautiful deep scrolls.  Highly figured walnut 
stock and forearm with high comb.
**Barrel and magazine retain nearly all of the bright vivid original factory blue finish.  
Screw heads with most of the original high blue finish.  Loading gate has all of the 

bright vivid niter blue finish.  Hammer, trigger and lever retain most of the bright 
original case colored finish,  The nose cap is highly engraved and still retains most of 
the original gilt finish. The butt plate is highly engraved with nearly all of the original 
gilt finish. The frame is outstanding retaining most of the original gilt finish.  The 
stock and forearm are exceptional with some light storage dings. One grain crack on 
the right side due to the finely figure stock.   Original cleaning rods in the buttstock.  
Bore is excellent.**
$300,000 – $400,000
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Antique Deluxe Grade 1 Factory Gold Inlaid and Carved Ulrich  
Engraved Winchester Model 1894 Takedown Rifle
.25-35 caliber, 26" rapid tapered round barrel, S/N 60824.  Full length barrel and  
takedown mag are profusely engraved at the muzzle and each carry a single gold 
band.  No slot for rear sight.  Muzzle also shows fine engraving. The barrel shows 
platinum and gold bands at the breech and is scroll engraved en suite. The barrel  
has platinum and gold bands at the breech and is scroll engraved around the caliber.
The takedown portion of the barrel also carries platinum and gold bands with some 
scroll engraving. The left side of the frame depicts a large grizzly bear in gold fighting 
with two hound dogs also in gold. The entire scene is bordered in gold and platinum 
bands done in arabesque style. The scene itself is back grounded by forest trees and 
rocks. The breech and top of the action are gold and platinum banded in arabesque 
style. The right side of the frame depicts a mountain lion inn gold stalking a whitetail 
buck in also in gold. The entire scenes are bordered and heavily bordered in gold and 
platinum scenes. The lever, hammer, and forend cap are all banded in gold shield 

depicting what is possibly a cut down tree stump that is now sprouting new growth. 
The buttplate is of steel and is engraved at the heel and bordered with a platinum and 
gold band.
This rifle has a Lyman tang sight fitting over the tang with two engraved screws hold-
ing it to the tang. The rifle is also equip with factory double set triggers. The fancy 
burl walnut stock and forearm are carved in floral designs done in grape leaf pattern.
This rifle has more features than any Winchester 94 known and is signed “J.Ulrich”. 
The factory letter states all of the work done on this rifle, and the cost was $125.  The 
rifle retains most of the factory original blue finish on the barrel and magazine tube.
**The frame and nosecap retains most of the original factory blue finish with some 
light fading. Hammer and lever still retain most of the original case colors. This is an 
extraordinary rifle and has not been on the market for over 50 years.**
$200,000 – $300,000

26    Lewis & Grant Auctions

Antique Deluxe Grade 1 Factory Gold Inlaid and Carved Ulrich  
Engraved Winchester Model 1894 Takedown Rifle
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Factory Deluxe Ulrich Engraved Winchester Model 1876 Rifle
.40-60 caliber, 28" octagonal to round barrel with full magazine, S/N 45714 (ca. 
1885).  Blued barrel and magazine, Factory engraved gilt finished frame, gilt finished 
forend cap, and buttplate.  Highly figured deluxe 3X figured walnut checkered pistol 
grip stock checkered forearm.  The frame is engraved with a panel scene and a classic 
Ulrich standing elk on the left side. The right side with profuse, finely executed Ulrich 
scrolls and borders.
**Condition is nearly pristine throughout. The barrel and magazine tube retain nearly 
all of their factory original blue finish. Frame, buttplate and nose cap retain nearly all 

of their original Winchester Factory gold finish, with only very minor thinning on the 
bottom of the frame near the cartridge carrier.  The hammer and lever retain nearly 
all their original color casehardening.  The stock and forearm retain nearly all of the 
original factory varnish finish with only minor marks. Bore is excellent. One of the 
finest condition all original, factory engraved, deluxe Model 1876 Winchesters to be 
offered in many years. A Winchester Factory letter verifying all features accompanies 
this extraordinary rifle.**
$125,000 – $175,000

30    Lewis & Grant Auctions

Factory Deluxe Ulrich Engraved Winchester Model 1876 Rifle
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Factory Engraved Gold Inlaid Winchester Model 42 Takedown Shotgun
.410 gauge, 3" chamber, 26" solid matted rib barrel, S/N 39881.  The left side of the 
frame shows two gold pointer dogs flushing a pair of gold roughed grouse in a wood 
and meadow scene.  The rest of the frame has a half-inch matted design from front 
to back.  The right side of the frame shows gold bird dog pointing two gold quails in 
a wood forest scene.  The remain of the right side is covered in scroll engraving.  The 
cartridge  lifter is engine turned with the bottom of the triggerguard scroll engraved.  
The extra fancy wood stock and forearm are checkered in pattern with diamond 
wood in the middle.  The butt stock also has a blank gold oval inlaid in the stock.  
Also has a leather covered factory installed recoil pad.
**Nearly new condition.**
$20,000 – $30,000
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Winchester Model 62A Gallery Rifle
.22 short, 23" round barrel,  S/N 388348.  Blue finish, grooved walnut forearm and 
stock.  Retaining most of the restored finish.  Red letter marked “Winchester” on the 
left side of frame.
**Stock and forearm is excellent.  Bore is bright and shiny.  Mechanically excellent.**
$1,500 – $2,500
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Factory Engraved Gold Inlaid Winchester Model 61
.22 Win Mag RF caliber, 24" round barrel, S/N 302402.  The breech of the barrel slightly en-
graved.  The left side of the frame shows two raised gold squirrels on a leafy branch in a large 
oval.  The rest of the frame is covered with scroll engraving. The top of the frame has some 
engraving to the rear.  The right hand side of the frame is fully engraved.  The forward part 
of the triggerguard is scroll engraved and the bottom of the triggerguard carries the initials 
“H.G.S” in raised gold.  The fancy burl walnut stock and forearm are finely checkered in a 
standard pattern.
**All steel parts retain 100% of the blue finish.  The rifle is in new condition and come with a 
Winchester box and label with the characteristics of the rifle printed on the label.**
$7,500 – $10,000
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Winchester Takedown Highwall Shotgun
20 gauge, 26" round barrel, takedown with matted top frame, S/N 113980.  Blued 
finish with case colored breechblock and lever. Shotgun front bead for sight.
**Barrel and takedown ring retaining nearly all of the bright original blue finish.  
Frame retains most of the original blue finish, just a little flaking on the front left side 
of frame. Very tiny specks.  Stock and forearm are excellent with bright and shiny 
bore, some grease to protect the bore. Overall this is an excellent shotgun.**
$3,500 – $5,000
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The Finest Most Elaborate Factory Gold Inlaid Engraved Winchester Model 21 Extant
.410 gauge, 26" barrels, S/N 25002.  Barrels engraved at the muzzle and heavily scroll engraved at the 
breech with fancy gold border design.  The left side of the shotgun is inlaid with two flying quail in 
gold with a farm house scene in the background.  The remainder of the left side shows some intricate 
gold line inlay and is covered with profuse floral scroll engraving.  The right side of the action shows a 
mourning dove flying over a wire fence.  The rest of the right side features an intricate gold line design 
and is completely covered with floral scroll engraving.  The foreplate is decorated with a gold pointer 
dog with profuse and intricate gold line engraving and the rest covered in floral scroll.  The trigger-
guard bears the two gold initials “L.S.” and is banded in gold with the front and rear sections complete-
ly covered with floral scroll.  The straight gripped extra fancy highly figured 4X quality walnut stock 
and forearm are checkered to match the rest of the work on the shotgun.  Raised ventilated and matted 
rib marked “Custom built by Winchester”.
This shotgun was custom built by the Winchester Custom Shop. Several artists collaborated to create 
this masterpiece for Larry Sheerin, one of San Antonio’s luminaries. A major benefactor of the San 
Antonio Museum of Art, Larry began collecting rare Colts in the 1940s and donated his collection to 
the Cody Firearms Museum. He served as president of the Texas Gun Collectors Association. A friend 
of Herb Glass Senior, Mr. Sheerin pioneered the publication of the Antique Arms Annual. Mr. Sheerin 
commissioned the creation of a Winchester Model 21 that would eclipse in ornamentation and splen-
dor, Winchester’s highest grade shotgun, the legendary Grand American.”
All of the engraving was accomplished by the renowned Colt engraver Alvin A. White under supervi-
sion of and in the Winchester Custom Shop.  Both barrels were specially choked by Herb Orr.  Alvin 
White and Winchester spared no expense to create a truly magnificent beyond Grand American shot-
gun for Mr. Sheerin and succeeded in their endeavors. The Sheerin Model 21 is fully documented in 
more than two pages of Winchester factory letters.
$75,000 – $125,000
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Deluxe Presentation Factory Hoggson Engraved Gilt Frame Henry Rifle
.44 RF caliber, 24.5" octagonal barrel, S/N 8845. 900 yard rear barrel sight, frame 
without notch for rear sight. Blued barrel with engraved gilt frame, initials on the top 
of frame “G.C.U.”.  Left side of the frame factory engraved with floral designs and clas-
sic Hodgson dog.  The right side of the frame is factory engraved with floral designs.  
The frame is fire gilt, with the hammer and lever case colored and blued trigger.  Ultra 
highly figured deluxe walnut stock with engraved gilt buttplate.
This rifle was purchased from Sotheby’s Parke Bernet Los Angeles by Al Kelly in 1981 
and subsequently sold to Jack Malloy. This is the finest condition, gilt frame, factory 
engraved Henry rifle in private hands and is offered for the first time in 39 years.

**Barrel retains nearly all its original deep factory blue finish.  Rear barrel sight has 
all of the original blue finish.  A very minor loss to finish on the front barrel on the 
rightside.  The breech bolt retains its rabbit ears and all of its blue finish. The hammer 
retains  all of its case colors.  The lever retains most of its case colors with only minor 
fading on the bottom of the lever. The frame exhibits most of its bright gilding with 
only minor fading.  The butt plate retains most of the gilt finish with minor loss on 
the sharp edges.  The original cleaning rods are present.  The bore is bright possibly 
unfired.  The butt stock retains nearly 100% of its original high gloss ‘piano’ varnish 
finish with minor scratches and dings.**
$150,000 – $250,000

Deluxe Presentation Factory Hoggson 
Engraved Gilt Frame Henry Rifle
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The “Sultan Of Turkey” Winchester Model 1866 Carbine
.44 RF caliber, 20" round barrel with full magazine, S/N 112271.  Blue and gilt finish.  
Highly figured ultra deluxe stock and forearm.  The left side of the frame is chiseled 
with three panels, the forward panel with an antler stag. The middle panel with a 
mountain lion attacking a stag as a doe flees. The rear panel with an antler stag facing 
forward. The entire frame covered with relief engraved Ulrich scrolls, shells, flowers 
and classic fretted  borders. The right side of the frame with four relief chiseled pan-
els. The forward panel with antlered stag in a forest; behind it a small circular pane 
with an Ulrich-style squirrel standing. The large circular middle panel with two antler 
stags one standing and the other recumbent with tongue out thrust signed “The Com-
bat”. The rear panel with a doe eating leaves from a tree.
This carbine together with one other are the only two high relief chiseled frame 1866 
Carbines known.  Both were sent by Winchester to the Sultan of Turkey as a gift fol-
lowing the Turkish military ordering 10,000 Model 1866 Muskets. They remained in 
the vaults of the Turkish Military Museum.

**The barrel and magazine retains most of the original blueing with some surface 
storage corrosion around the markings.  The barrel bands with some flaking.  Hammer 
retains nearly all of the bright case colors.  The bolt retains much of its original blue 
finish.  The  lever retains most of the case colors with some light fading and stains.  
Deluxe pointed trigger with some original finish.  Trigger spring with nearly all of the 
niter blue finish.  Bright gilling on frame and butt plate rates nearly 100%.  The loading 
gate retains nearly all of its bright niter blue, with minor fading and no evidence of 
use.  Frame screws with considerable original blue finish.  Some damage to slots.  Sling 
swivels considerable original blue finish with some fading.  Ultra deluxe marbled walnut 
buttstock and forend retain nearly all of the original piano varnish, with some storage 
marks and scratches. The forend with scraps from careless barrel band removal.  The 
bore is mint and  the carbine is unfired.  Of the two Sultan carbines, 112271 is by far the 
best as well as being the most superior ’66 Winchester carbine ever made.**
$350,000 – $500,000

46    Lewis & Grant Auctions

The “Sultan Of Turkey” Winchester Model 1866 Carbine
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Winchester Model 1890
.22 W.R.F. caliber, 24.5" octagonal barrel, S/N 35898.  Blued barrel and magazine tube, 
case colored frame and buttplate.  Grooved walnut forearm and walnut butt stock.
**Barrel and magazine still retains most of the original bright blue finish.  The frame 
still retains nearly all of the original case colored finish.  The butt plate has lightly 
faded by still has some color.  Stock and forearm are excellent and the bore is bright 
and shiny.**
$5,000 – $7,500
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Factory Engraved Winchester Model 1903
.22 auto caliber, 20" barrel, S/N19301.  Blued barrel, factory engraved case colored 
frame, factory style “F” carved stock and forearm with pistol grips.  Oil finish stock 
and forearm.  The panel on the left has two squirrels on a leafy tree branch. on the 
right side is three rabbits in a panel.  The rest of the frame is covered in scrolls and 
borders along the edges.
The factory letter shows Date in 11-26-1904 returned for R&R on 12-19-1912 #46194, 
charge personnel Div Pass Section. Sam Cons 4-71917 #812952.
**The barrel retains most of the original blue finish.  The frame shows all of its case 
colors.  Stock and forearm are excellent condition. The bore is bright and shiny.**
$8,500 – $15,000
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Engraved and Gold Inlaid Winchester Model 61 Rifle
.22 Long shot only caliber, 24" round barrel, S/N 241707.  The left side of the frame 
shows two gold squirrels one a branch in a large oval.  The rest of the left side of 
the frame is fully scroll engraved.  The tang and rear top of the frame is scroll en-
graved.  The rest of the right side of the frame is fully engraved.  The forward part of 
the triggerguard is scroll engraved and on the bottom of the triggerguard bears the 
initials “E.E.U.” in raised gold.  The fancy burl walnut stock and forearm checkered in 
standard pattern.
**The rifle is new in condition and appears unfired.**
$6,000 – $9,000
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Factory Engraved Winchester Model 1903 Rifle
.22 Auto caliber, 20" round barrel, S/N 56042, Blue barrel, silver plated with factory 
style engraving on the right side a panel with a squirrel on a log.  The left side has a 
rabbit in a panel the rest scrolls and border.  Finely figured checkered pistol grip stock 
with checkered forearm.
**The barrel retains nearly all of the original blue finish.  The breechblock retains all 
of the bright fiery blue finish.  Frame retains all of the silver plated finish.  Stock and 
forearm are excellent.  Bore is bright and shiny.**
$8,500 – $15,000
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26
Custom Engraved and Gold Inlaid Winchester Model 62 Rifle  
For Ed Ulrich
.22 short caliber, 23" round barrel, S/N 399508. Engraved on the triggerguard “Ed 
Ulrich” with stipple background. Left side of the frame has “Winchester” engraved 
and gold inlaid.  Gold inlaid Pony Express on the right side.  Gold bands around the 
barrel at the breech. Fleur de lis checkered fancy walnut stock and forearm.
**Finished in blue and retains all of the blue finish.  Bore is excellent.**
$6,000 – $9,000
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27
Factory Gold Banded Engraved Winchester Model 1890 Rifle
.22 short caliber, 24" octagonal barrel, S/N 503128.  Winchester proof mark is set in 
front of the scroll engraving on the barrel,  and on the bottom of the frame.  The rear 
barrel sight has patent markings.  The left side of the frame shows a squirrel on a tree 
stump looking downward at a coiled snake at the base of stump, the whole surround-
ed by a gold banded oval.  The rest of the left side of the frame is covered with a floral 
scroll pattern engraving and scalloped borders.  The right side of the frame shows a 
jack rabbit running through and open field, the entire vignette is completely banded.  
Lyman peep sight mount on the tang.  The fancy deluxe burl wood stock and forearm 
show a raised carved pattern of oak leaves and acorns.
**The entire rifle is virtually new retaining all of the original bright blue finish.  A lit-
tle wear on the bottom of the magazine from working the action.  Stock and forearm 
are excellent.  Bore is bright and shiny.**
$40,000 – $65,000
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28
Factory Engraved Winchester Model 1890
.22 W.R.F. Caliber, 24" octagonal barrel, S/N 699715.  Blue barrel and magazine tube.  
Engraved and gilt frame and buttplate.  Grooved forearm with finely figured
checkered pistol grip stock.  The left side of the frame is engraved with two squirrels 
on a leafy tree branch in an old vignette, the rest of the left side entirely covered in 
floral  scroll.  The right side has a nice panel with three rabbits and tree,  the remain-
der in scrolls with engraved borders.  The top of the frame and slide action show 
engraved borders and some floral scroll.  The triggerguard has some floral scrollwork 
on it.
**The finely figured walnut pistol gripped stock shows most of its original varnish 
finish.  The grooved forearm has all of the original finish.  The barrel and magazine 
retains all of the original bright blue finish.  The frame triggerguard and butt plate 
retain all of the gold finish.  Bore is bright and shiny.**
Provenance
John R Woods sale, Butterfields, San Francisco  
John J Malloy
$40,000 – $60,000

29
Winchester Model 1900 Rifle
.22 Short/Long/Long Rifle caliber, 18" barrel, NSN.  Blue finish with fruit wood stock.
**Most of the blue finish has turned to a plum.  Stock has darken.  The bore is 
rough.**
$300 – $500
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30
Antique Grade 1 Factory Ulrich Engraved Gold Inlaid and Carved  
Winchester Model 1886 Rifle
.45-70 caliber, 26" tapered octagonal barrel with full magazine, S/N 111070. Barrel 
is engraved at the muzzle and inlaid with a single gold band, front sight and barrel 
retainer are engraved en suite. Forend cap engraved and bordered with a single gold 
band with breech of barrel scroll engraved with one platinum and two gold bands. 
The takedown section of the barrel is scroll engraved and inlaid with a gold band with 
top of frame inlaid in gold and platinum in an arabesque design together with profuse 
border scroll engraving.
The left side of the action features a panel in which a large gold inlaid grizzly bear 
fights with two fierce hound dogs, one dog in relief chiseled steel, the other in bright 
gold inlay. The entire background of the panel consists of an engraved forest scene. 
The panel is bordered with arabesque style gold and platinum designs. The underside 
of the frame is decorated with a moose head in relief chiseled steel and bordered in 
gold. The right side of the frame features two a magnificently rendered panels, one 
a gold inlaid stalking leopard or lioness and the other a gold inlaid grazing whitetail 

buck. Both panels have a forest background. The remainder of the frame has plati-
num and arabesque designs with gold borders and masterfully executed Ulrich floral 
engraving. The hammer is engraved on both sides and bordered by a single gold band 
as are the lever and forend cap.
The frame is signed under the lever “J.Ulrich”. The highly figured 4X style walnut 
pistol grip stock and forearm are carved in the characteristic “Style 1 Highly Finished 
Arms” floral and grape leaf design. The underside of the butt stock back of the pistol 
grip is inlaid with fancy gold initials “O.S.”.
**All steel surfaces retain nearly all of the Winchester factory blue finish and bright 
factory case colors. The entire rifle is pristine, unfired and is an antique. A Winchester 
factory  letter verifying all deluxe features accompanies this ultimate example of a 
“Highly  Finished” Model 1886.**
$400,000 – $600,000
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31
Winchester Model 77 Rifle
.22 caliber, 22" barrel, S/N 160968.  Blue finish, walnut stock.
**All metal retains all of its original blue finish.  Walnut stock is excellent.  
Bore is bright and shiny.  Mechanically excellent.**
$400 – $650
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32
Engraved and Gold Inlaid Winchester Model 63
.22 Long rifle caliber, 23" round barrel, S/N 155191A. Engraved and gold inlaid blue 
finish, highly figured checkered pistol grip stock and highly figured checkered forearm.  
The barrel is slightly engraved at the breech.  The left side of the frame shows two squir-
rels in an oval, the rest of the left side is covered in scroll engraving.  The top of the frame 
is covered in scroll engraving, the right side of the frame shows three raised gold rabbits 
in an oval, the rest of the frame in scroll engraving.  The forward part and bottom of the 
triggerguard are covered in scroll engraving, rear of the triggerguard is signed “AH”.  The 
fancy burl walnut stock and forearm are checkered in a standard pattern.
**All steel parts retain all of the bright blue finish.  Overall as new, unfired.**
$6,000 – $9,000
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33
King George V’s Grade 1 Factory Engraved Ulrich Engraved Gold Inlaid 
and Carved Winchester Model 1910 Self Loading Rifle
.401 caliber, 20" round barrel, S/N 10651.  Fully engraved and finished in blue and 
profusely factory gold inlaid with gold wire and gold animals.  Finely figured deluxe 
3X burl walnut relief carved pistol grip stock and forearm.  Barrel has gold bands and 
is factory engraved at the muzzle as is forend.  The breech of the gun has one single 
gold band and is Ulrich engraved.  The left side of the frame depicts a large stalking 
tiger in gold completely surrounded by arabesque gold bands.  The entire frame is 
covered with profuse and finely executed scroll engraving showing with an arabesque 
gold border.
The top of the frame features a gold inlaid axis deer within a gold banded oval panel.  
The right side of frame shows a magnificent gold Indian elephant with upraised trunk 
surrounded with an arabesque gold band.  Forward of the elephant is a leopard sur-
rounded by floral engraving.  The entire frame is surrounded with an arabesque gold 
band.  The triggerguard is also floral engraved with gold bands.  The deluxe pistol 
gripped fancy stock and matching forearm with a floral, relief carved design further 
enhanced by a grape leaf motif.
This superb work of art is an Ulrich masterpiece. This rifle was the property of His 

Royal Highness George Frederick Ernest Albert Prince of Wales, who ascended 
the throne in 1910 as King George V.  This rifle was left in storage in London with 
Rigby & Co and was released for sale by the British Royal Family in the 1960s.  It was 
purchased by John J. Malloy and returned to America. This rifle bears the single “U” 
signature of John Ulrich in back of the triggerguard. A Grade 1 Winchester “Highly 
Finished Arm” truly fit for a king.
Remarkably this rifle bears no English proofs. This unique lack of proofs can be ex-
plained  by the fact that serial number 10651 was a royal commission and as such was 
able to enter the United Kingdom without being sent to the proof house as required 
by English law. King George V was a keen hunter and sportsman. During a 1911 
Christmas hunt in Nepal, the King and his party shot 39 tigers and 18 rhinos in 10 
days. This is the only factory gold  inlaid and engraved Grade 1 rifle once owned by a 
British monarch and may be the only royal Grade 1 Winchester extant.
**Excellent condition overall with only minor wear to finish.**  
Provenance “Rigby & Co. John J. Malloy”
$150,000 – $250,000
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34
Factory Engraved Gold Inlaid Winchester Model 1894 Carbine Made for 
United States President John F. Kennedy
.30-30 caliber, 20" round barrel full magazine, S/N 250000A,  Blued finish with 
checkered walnut stock.  Barrel banded in gold, engraved at the muzzle, engraved 
breech with two gold bands.  The frame on the left side has a grizzly bear in gold in 
a gold panel with scroll engraving and the outer edges of the frame are gold banded.  
The right side of the frame is scroll engraved with a gold band panel and a gold inlaid 
whitetail deer.  The rest of the frame is scroll engraved with gold band borders.
This is one of the finest deluxe Winchester factory presentation engraved and gold 
inlaid late Winchester Model 1894 carbines extant. Featured in “The Book of Win-
chester Engraving” and “Winchester Engraving” by R.L. “Larry” Wilson.  This is one 
of two identical 1894 carbines that were engraved and gold inlaid by John Kusmit, the 
successor to the Ulrich family of Winchester factory engravers.. 
Serial number 2,500,000 was given by Winchester to President Dwight D. Eisenhower 
and is presently at The Cody Firearm’s Museum. Serial number 2,500,000A was made 
for President John F. Kennedy, but not presented due to Kennedy’s tragic assassina-
tion.  Accompanied by a binder full of documentation  including an original 1963 
Winchester and Western Sporting Arms and Ammunition Catalog - No. 3AF0002 

documenting the creation of this carbine for President Kennedy at a cost of $5000.00. 
After the President’s untimely death, Winchester raffled off his carbine as the grand 
prize in a contest to see who could name the 19 Texas Rangers holding 18 Win-
chesters.  Mr. Frank Emrick of Anchorage, Alaska was the winner. The voluminous 
documentation includes is a letter from Mr. Emrick to Harry H. Mann, the Director 
of the Sahara Gun Show, asking advice on how to sell his prize.  Mr. Mann advised 
Frank Emrick to contact legendary dealer Robert “Bob” Berryman.
Provenance:
Mr. Frank Emrick
Robert “Bob” Berryman
Ivan B. Hart
John Malloy
**This is carbine mint and unfired.**
$50,000 – $75,000
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35
Winchester Model 47 Rifle
.22 Short/Long/Long Rifle caliber, 21" barrel length, NSN.  Blue finish, walnut stock, 
side receiver sight. Front sight hooded.
**Retaining nearly all of the original blue finish.  Stock is excellent.  Bore is bright and 
shiny.**
$300 – $500
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36
Factory Engraved Winchester Model 63 Rifle
.22 long rifle caliber, 23" barrel, S/N 153994A.  Blue finish with finely figured walnut 
stock and forearm.  The barrel is scroll engraved at the breech.  The left side of the 
frame shows three rabbits in a forest scene with floral scroll and stipple engraving.  
The top of the frame is bordered with wavy lines.  The right side of the frame shows 
a forest scene with three squirrels on a branch, the rest of the frame showing a floral 
scroll engraving with stippling.  The bottom of the triggerguard is lightly scroll en-
graved and carries the initials “A.H.”
**The fancy pistol-gripped burl walnut stock and forearm show all their factory 
varnish,  but not checkered.  The gun retains 100% of the factory blue finish.  The rifle 
appears to be unfired.**
$7,500 – $10,000
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37
Winchester Model 62A Rifle
.22 short caliber, 23" round barrel, S/N 406858.  Blue finish and grooved walnut fore-
arm with walnut stock.  “Winchester” marked on the left side of frame.
**Retaining nearly all of the original blue finish.  Stock and forearm are excellent.  
Bore is excellent, mechanically excellent.**
$1,000 – $2,000

38
Factory Engraved Winchester Model 61 Shot Only
.22 long rifle shot only caliber, 24" barrel with shotgun front bead sight, S/N 109583.  
No notch for rear sight.  Engraved on the left side with a panel of a grouse in flight, 
right side is two grouse in flight in a engraved panel.  Finished in blue with Plain 
walnut stock and grooved forearm.  Checkered steel buttplate.
**Overall excellent plus condition retaining nearly all of the original blue finish.  Bore 
is bright and shiny.  Wood is excellent. A rare factory engraved 61 in shot only.  This 
rifle is pictured on page 131 with a typo on the serial number in Winchester Slide- 
Action Rifles by Ned Schwing.**
$5,000 – $8,500
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39
Factory Engraved Presentation Winchester Experimental Briggs  
Patent Carbine
.44 RF caliber, 21" round barrel with magazine.  Nickel plated barrel and magazine, 
with engraved brass frame likely by Hodgson. The right side of frame featuring vines 
on a stippled background. On the left side are two finely executed Arabian horses.  
Blued five hundred yard rear barrel sight.  Blued breech bolt.  Case colored hammer 
and lever. Deluxe highly figured piano varnished walnut buttstock.
This superb Winchester is a milestone in the development and manufacture of the 
Winchester Model 1866. By 1865 Winchester realized that the Henry Rifle needed 
improvements in its loading system. Oliver Winchester purchased patents from 
Briggs, King, and a few other inventors, resulting in the new loading concept for the 
Henry and subsequently the Model 1866. This carbine was specially built, engraved, 
and presented to Briggs by Oliver Winchester and descended in the Briggs family.
Experimental prototype fully finished and decorated Winchesters are among the 

rarest of all Winchesters. This carbine represents the finest and rarest Winchester 
prototype carbine extant and is comparable to the engraved Smith and Wesson proto-
type carbine sold in 2020 for $488,750. There are at least two Smith and Wessons but 
only one Briggs Patent engraved carbine, and for the advanced Winchester collector 
or museum this carbine in unequaled in importance. Fully provenance to the Briggs 
family by letters.
**Barrel retains 100% of the original bright nickel finish. The brass frame has a lovely, 
untouched, butterscotch patina, in pristine unmarked condition. The hammer still 
retains most of its original bright case colors.  This unique, one of a kind experimental 
rifle was personally presented to G.W. Briggs By Oliver F. Winchester.**
$250,000 – $350,000

Factory Engraved Presentation Winchester Experimental 
Briggs Patent Carbine
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40
The Iconic Factory Cased Ulrich Panel Scene Engraved Connecticut 
Foot Guard Presentation Winchester Model 1873
.44-40 Caliber, 24" octagonal barrel, S/N 86598 (ca. 1881).  Cased in its original 
deluxe factory leather purple velvet lined casing with brass inscription plaque bearing 
the engraved initials “T.V.G. to G.F.G.”  The rifle is finished in a rare combination of 
nickel and gold.  Deluxe Highly Figured 3X style burl walnut stocks with checkered 
pistol grip butt and burl walnut forearm.  Nickel set trigger. The left side of the frame 
Is finely engraved and factory inscribed in John Ulrich’s elegant script:  “Presented 
by the TIBBITS VETERAN CORPS OF TROY N.Y to the 1st COMPANY GOVER-
NORS FOOT GUARD, Hartford Conn. for Courtesy, June 8th, 1881" in one large 
oval panel and a finely engraved circular panel featuring a buck standing in a wood-
ed landscape.  The right side of the frame is covered in the finest Ulrich floral scroll 
engraving amidst a rare large interlocking key design within a square panel and an 
additional superbly executed bear looking out from a rocky cliff under a tree.  The 
rest of the frame is covered in floral scroll engraving.  The frame is signed underneath 
the lever “J. Ulrich”.
A Winchester Factory letter confirms all deluxe features. An icon to Winchester col-
lectors since its appearance in the 1971 Antique Arms Annual in color plates on pages 
95 and 102.
The “Foot Guard” Model 1873 was specially commissioned by the Tibbits Corps as 
a gift in appreciation for the Governor’s Foot Guard, the oldest continuous military 

organization in America (chartered in 1771 by King George III), hosting of the most 
significant reunion of Civil War veterans. The rifle is the finest condition John Ulrich 
signed panel scene engraved 1873 Winchester known. The unusual combination 
of gold and nickel finishes together  with the light deluxe walnut stocks, its pristine 
condition and original purple velvet lined factory case make the “Foot Guard” 1873 
possibly the most beautiful of all Winchester Model 1873 rifles.
**The barrel, magazine tube, forend cap, lever,trigger,hammer and buttplate retain 
100% of their original bright factory nickel finish.  The frame retains all of the luxu-
rious bright Winchester factory gold finish, the deluxe pistol grip fancy wood stock 
and forearm show 100% of their factory piano varnish finish and no darkening.  The 
leather case has two defective straps however the case is excellent overall both inside 
and out.**
Provenance
The state of Connecticut Governor’s Guard 
Herb Glass Senior
Richard Prosser 
Mellon John J. Malloy”
$500,000 – $700,000
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41
Factory Ulrich Engraved Model 1886 Winchester Lightweight  
Takedown Rifle
.33 W.C.F. caliber, 24" round tapered barrel, S/N 132868.  Blued finish.  Engraved 
$10 - Factory Style #6.  On the left side of the frame is a large panel with a ram. The 
right side features an elk on the front of the frame.  The frame is entirely covered in 
characteristic tight Ulrich scrolls and borders.  Carved Style “F”, finely figured 3X 
style walnut stock with pistol grip shotgun butt with original Winchester hard rubber 
buttplate. Stock dimensions are 13-7/8" Drop 2 1/2" and 1 3/8".
Factory letter states: “Received in warehouse January 17,1905  Shipped from ware-
house on January 19, 1905. Order number 262435".
**Overall condition is excellent and factory original, The barrel retains most of its 
original bright blue finish, the magazine with most of the blue finish and only slight 
expected flaking on the takedown spindle.  The forend cap has its original blue finish 
with expected flaking.  The takedown ring retains half of the original blue finish with 
flaking and plum.  The loading gate retains original finish with two browned stains. 
The frame retains most of the blue finish with wear to the high edges.  Some flaking 
appears on the left side in the ram’s panel.  The hammer and lever still retain most of 
their case colors.  Stock and forearm are excellent with crisp carving and only minor 
storage marks.  Bore is excellent.  Overall this is an excellent and very rare deluxe, 
carved stock, Winchester Factory Ulrich Engraved Winchester Model 1886.**
$20,000 – $30,000
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42
Deluxe Factory Cased L.d. Nimschke Engraved and Signed Winchester 
Model 1866 Presented by the King of Spain to Guillermo Crespo
.44 RF caliber, 24" octagonal barrel, S/N 36174.
The “Guillermo Crespo” is the finest condition decorated 1866 Rifle known. The fire gilt 
brass frame was engraved by famed engraver Louis D. Nimschke.  The left side adorned 
with the Spanish Royal Arms in a panel surrounded by superbly engraved scrolls further 
enhanced on the front with a Nimschke wheat pattern.  The left side of the frame is fully 
engraved with Nimschke finest scroll work and Guillermo Crespo engraved  in a riband.  
Top of frame engraved with scrolls, underside of frame is engraved as is lifter boldly stamp 
in a reserve “L.D.N.”.  This rifle is cased in its original rosewood case with a green silk rifle 
sling.  The lining is blue with spaces for ten boxes of ammunition and a cartridge block for 
forty-four single rounds, of which thirty-nine remain.
Guillermo Crespo was the highly respected Spanish Ambassador to Mexico follow-
ing the defeat of Maximilian and the French.  Crespo was important in maintaining 
relations with United states and Mexico, and for his exemplary service this rifle was 
presented to him by King Amadeo I.
**The barrel retains 99% bright original factory blue, the magazine tube retains 99% 
of the original factory blue finish. The rear sight retains 99% of the factory original 
blue finish.  Frame screws retain nearly 100% of the bright factory original blue finish.  

Frame retains nearly 100% bright fire gilding. Hammer retains 100% of the bright 
case coloring as does the trigger. The lever retains 98% of the bright blue finish.
Engraved buttplate retains 99% of the bright gilding. The nosecap retains 99% of 
the bright gilding. Front sling swivel is gilled and retains most that finish. Rear sling 
retains nearly 100% of the original blue finish. Finely figure Walnut stock and forearm 
retain nearly 100% of the factory piano. The loading gate retains nearly all of the niter 
blue finish as does the bolt.**
Provenance
Herb Glass, 
Globe Requa, 
Clay P Bedford
John J. Malloy Publications
L.D. Nimschke scrap book, plates 19 & 20
Decorated Firearms Collection of Clay P Bedford
$500,000 – $700,000

Deluxe Factory Cased L.D. Nimschke Engraved and Signed Winchester 
Model 1866 Presented by the King of Spain to Guillermo Crespo
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43
Winchester Model 63
.22 Long Rifle caliber, 23" round barrel, S/N 146514A.  Blue finish with fleur-de-lis 
checkering.
**Barrel and frame retains nearly all of the original blue finish.  A little wear to the 
high edges of the frame.  Stock and forearm are excellent.  Bore is excellent.  Mechan-
ically excellent.**
$2,500 – $3,500

44
Winchester Thumb Trigger Rifle
.22 Short/long/long rifle caliber, 18" round barrel, NSN.  Marked on the barrel 
“Thumb Trigger Model”.  Blue finish with fruitwood stock and Winchester hard rub-
ber butt plate.
**This little rifle retains nearly all of the original factory blue finish.  Bore is excellent 
and the stock is excellent.  This is one of the hardest rifles to find in this condition.**
Provenance
Ex John Woods Collection
$3,500 – $5,000

46
Winchester Model 1899 Rifle
.22 Short/long caliber, 18" round barrel, NSN.  Blue finish, fruit wood stock.
**Retaining nearly all of the original blue finish.  Stock is very good with minimal 
storage dings.  Bore is fair.**
$1,000 – $1,500

45
Winchester Model 67A Rifle
.22 Short/long/long rifle caliber, NSN.  Blue finish, walnut stock.
**Like new with no wear.  Bore is excellent, bright and shiny. **
$500 – $750
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50
Winchester Model 04 Rifle
.22 Short/long/long rifle caliber, 21" round barrel with Winchester proofs.   
Blue finish with fruit wood stock and hard rubber buttplate.
**Retaining nearly all of the original blue finish.  Stock is excellent.  Bore is bright and 
shiny.  Mechanically excellent.**
$750 – $1,200

48
Winchester Model 74 Rifle
.22 caliber, 22" barrel, S/N 398046A,  Blue finish, walnut stock.
**This rifle is nearly new, retaining all of the original blue finish.  Walnut stock has 
nice open-grained wood.  Excellent bore.**
$400 – $600

47
Rare Winchester Model 58 Rifle
.22 Short/long/long rifle caliber, 18" round barrel, NSN.  Blue finish with fruit wood 
stock.
**Barrel has traces of original blue finish with the remainder turning plum and 
flaking.  Stock is excellent with minimal storage dings.  Bore is bright and shiny and 
mechanically excellent.**
$500 – $1,000

49
Rare Winchester Model 55 Rifle
.22 Short/long/long rifle caliber, 22" barrel, NSN.  Blue finish with walnut stock.
**Retaining all of the original blue finish.  Stock is excellent.  Bore is bright and shiny.  
Mechanically excellent.**
$600 – $1,000
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53
Winchester Model 67 Rifle
.22 Short/long/long Rifle caliber, 20" barrel, NSN.  Blue finish, walnut stock.
**This rifle is new, retaining all of the original blue finish and the stock is excellent.  
Bore is new.**
$300 – $500

51
Winchester Model 60 Rifle
.22 Short caliber, 22" round barrel, NSN.  Blue finish with walnut stock and hard 
rubber buttplate.
**Retaining nearly all of the original blue finish.  Stock is excellent.  Bore is bright and 
shiny and mechanically excellent.**
$300 – $600

52
Winchester Model 75 Deluxe Rifle
.22 Long rifle caliber, 24" round barrel, S/N 76941.  Blue finish with checkered walnut 
stock.
**Retaining all of the original blue finish,  Stock is excellent, bore is excellent, Me-
chanically excellent.  Overall this rifle is almost new.**
$400 – $600
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54
Factory Engraved No 1 Gold Inlaid Winchester Deluxe Takedown Model 
1895 Rifle
.405 caliber, 24" tapered round barrel, S/N 40395.  Express leaf rear barrel sight front 
hood sight, factory sling swivels.  The muzzle carries a single gold band and “McClure 
Halle” halfway down the barrel in gold.  The breech of the rifle is factory engraved 
and carries a single gold band.  The takedown section of the barrel is also engraved 
and has a gold band.  The left side of the action depicts a gold grizzly bear with the 
rest of the left side scroll engraved and completely bordered in gold bands. The 
breech block is scroll engraved and gold banded.  The right side of the frame is scroll 

engraving and gold banded.  Buttplate also has checkered steel bullet compartment.  
The intricate box magazine is also scroll engraved.  The straight gripped factory wood 
stock and forearm are carved in a floral pattern.
**Excellent condition overall.  Wood parts show all of their original factory oil finish.  
All metal retains all of its original factory blue finish.**
$200,000 – $250,000
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58
Winchester Model 66 Centennial Rifle
30-30 caliber, 26" octagonal barrel, S/N 98136. Blue finish with gold frame forend 
cap, and buttplate.  Walnut stock and forearm.
**Rifle is new and unfired.**
$750 – $1,000

55
Winchester Model 67A Rifle
.22 Short/long/long rifle caliber, 27.5" barrel length, NSN. Blue finish with 
walnut stock.
**This rifle is new and excellent bore.  Stock is excellent.**
$500 – $700

57
Remington Model 141 Rifle
.35 Rem. caliber, 24" round barrel, S/N 60929.  Blue finish with grooved forearm and 
walnut buttstock.
**This rifle retains most of the original blue finish. Stock and forearm are excellent. 
Bore is bright and shiny.  Mechanically excellent.**
$650 – $900

56
Winchester Model 68
.22 Short/long/long rifle caliber, 27" 
round barrel, NSN.  Blue finish walnut 
stock, in the original cardboard box.
**New Condition.**
$300 – $500
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59
Winchester Model 67 Rifle
.22 Short caliber, 27" barrel, NSN.  Blued finish with walnut stock.
**Retaining all of the original blue finish.  Walnut stock is excellent with a few storage 
dings.  Bore is excellent.  Mechanically fine.  New in the original cardboard box.**
$300 – $500

61
Winchester Model 42 Skeet Shotgun
.410 gauge, 3" chamber 28" solid rib barrel, S/N 142790.  Blued finish with checkered 
forearm and pistol grip stock.  Winchester hard rubber buttplate.  Steel pistol grip cap.  
Marked “Skeet” on the left side of barrel.
**This shotgun retains all of its original blue finish.  Stock and forearm are excellent.  
Bore is excellent.  Overall this shotgun is about new.**
$2,500 – $4,000

62
Winchester Model 52C Deluxe Rifle
.22 caliber, 24" barrel, S/N 89646C. Blued finish, checkered walnut stock with pistol 
grip and horn forend tip.
**Retaining all of the original vivid blue finish. Stock is excellent with minimal nicks 
and dings.  Bore is bright and shiny.  This is excellent overall.**
$2,000 – $3,000

60
Winchester Over/Under Pigeon Grade
12 gauge, 30" barrels, S/N PK385557.  Full and modified chokes. 14.25" pull, 2.25" 
drop at heel. Marked “Pigeon Grade” on top of barrel; beautifully bank note style 
engraving with two raised gold Pheasants on both sides of the frame.  Highly polished 
blue finish with finely figured and checkered buttstock and forearm. Winchester black 
rubber recoil pad.  Pigeon engraved on the bottom of the form in a circle.
**This shotgun is as new.**
$2,000 – $3,000
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63
Winchester Model 66 Centennial SRC
.30-30 caliber, 20" octagonal barrel, S/N 79019.  Blue finish with gold frame, forend 
cap and buttplate.
**Carbine is as new.  A little tarnish on the buttplate.**
$650 – $1,000

64
Winchester Model 1894 SRC
.30 WCF caliber, 20" round barrel with full magazine, S/N 1021855 (ca. 1928).  Blue 
finish with walnut stock and forearm.  Carbine butt plate.
**This carbine is about new, retaining all of the original blue finish.  Stock and fore-
arm are excellent.  Bore is new, mechanically excellent.**
$1,500 – $2,500

65
Stevens Crack-Shot Rifle
.22 caliber, 20" round barrel, S/N A443.  Blue barrel with case colored frame, walnut 
stock and forearm.
**Bore needs cleaning, barrel still retains all of the original blue finish.  Frame still 
retains most of the case colors, a little fading on the top of the frame.  Stock and fore-
arm are excellent with minimal nicks and dings.  Mechanically fine.**
$350 – $500

66
Winchester Model 1902 Rifle
.22 Short and long caliber, 18" round barrel, NSN.  Blue finish, fruit wood stock with 
Winchester hard rubber buttplate.
**Barrel retains most of the original blue finish, some light flaking around the mark-
ings.  Stock is excellent. The bore is bright and shiny.  Mechanically excellent.**
$500 – $750
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67
Engraved Winchester Model 61 Rifle
.22 LR shot only, 24" barrel, S/N 254122.  Blued finish with varnished walnut stock.  
No rear sight with bead front sight.  Barrel is scroll engraved and gold banded at the  
muzzle.  Also scroll engraved and banded at the breech with Winchester trademark 
and address all in gold.  The left side of the frame shows two gold squirrels on a tree 
branch and a large vignette.  The rest of the frame covered in scroll engraving.  The 
top of the frame is fully scroll engraved, with right side showing three gold rabbits in 
a forest scene inside large oval.  The rest of the right side covered in scroll engraving.  
The trigger guard is scroll engraved.
**The gun retains nearly all of its original blued finish with the wood stock and fore-
arm checkered to match.  Gun is unfired and in new condition.**
$3,000 – $5,000

68
Winchester Model 36 Shotgun
9mm RF caliber, 17.5" barrel with shotgun bead for front sight, NSN. Blued finish 
with Fruitwood stock.
**Barrel action retains all of the vivid factory blue finish. The triggerguard has all of 
the factory blue finish. The Fruitwood stock is excellent with a mint hard rubber butt 
plate. This is a very difficult rifle to find in this condition.  Bore is bright and shiny.**
$2,000 – $3,000

69
Winchester Model 69 Rifle With Scope
.22 Short/long/long rifle caliber, 25" round barrel, NSN. Mounted with a Weaver 
scope, possibly factory. Blue finish with walnut stock.
**Retaining nearly all of the original blue finish. Stock is excellent. Bore is excellent.  
Optics are very good.**
$250 – $500
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70
Winchester Model 70 Factory Engraved Super Grade
264 Win Mag Caliber, 26" round tapered barrel, S/N 496320. Blue finish, special 
checkered walnut stock, Engraved Super Grade on the Floor plate at the rear.  The 
barrel is floral and scroll engraved at the breech and around the muzzle.  The action 
is also floral engraved showing a gold mountain lion on the left side and big horn 
sheep on the right.  The fore plate has a gold prong horned antelope in the center and 
the rest covered in floral scroll with the inscription “Super Grade”. to the rear of the 
floor plate.  The trigger guard is als floral engraved.  The deluxe fancy walnut stock 
and forend are checkered to match, with a horn tip, Winchester log pistol grip cap, 
engraved and checkered steel butt plate, sling swivels.  The stock comes with a raised 
cheek piece on the left side.  The barrel has a little lost of blue finish around the mark-
ings and at the muzzle.  The receiver retains most of the bright vivid blue finish. The 
triggerguard and fore plate retain all of the bright blue finish.  It is very rare to find a 
factory engraved Winchester model 70.  This is a fine rifle.
$7,000 – $15,000
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PLEASE READ BEFORE REGISTERING
Any reference of we, us, or our in the Terms & Conditions shall mean Lewis & 
Grant Auctions LLC (“L&G”), a limited liability company registered in the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky (US) with a registered address in Newport, KY.
Any individual or entity registering to bid in an L&G auction agrees to the below 
Terms & Conditions. L&G reserves the right to deny or reject any individual 
or entity from bidding, registering, and/or attending any or all auctions for any 
reason.
ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS
•  Bidding or registering to bid at auction indicates that an individual or entity has 

read and agreed to be bound by the Terms & Conditions.
•  Terms & Conditions are non-transferable and only apply to the original buyer 

at the time of sale.
•  All disputes will be governed by laws in the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
BUYERS RESPONSIBILITY
•  Buyers are responsible for having full knowledge of the legality of purchasing, 

transferring, importing, or exporting any item in their home jurisdiction.
•  All buyers purchasing modern firearms as defined by the United States Bureau 

of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives (BATFE) will be subject to:
 •  A background check as required by law.
 •  Providing documentation of a valid C&R License or Federal Firearms 

License (FFL).
 •  It is the sole responsibility of the buyer to satisfy themselves of an item's age, 

condition, and status before bidding, regardless of method used for bidding.
 •  Condition reports and other questions will be handled by staff until 5:00 PM 

US EST the day prior to an auction.
DESCRIPTIONS AND CONDITION
•  Item descriptions are given as a courtesy and are the opinions of L&G. Catalog 

descriptions carry a limited guarantee to protect the buyer from major discrep-
ancies; as such, this limited guarantee does not protect against any less than the 
aforementioned major discrepancies.

•  Not all items offered for auction have been disassembled nor have had their 
internal parts verified.

•  L&G uses the following NRA-developed terminology condition standards of 
firearms:

•  Modern Gun Condition Standards
  NEW: Not previously sold at retail, in same condition as current factory 

production.
  PERFECT: In New condition in every respect (many collectors & dealers use 

‘As New’ to describe this condition).
  EXCELLENT: New condition, used but little, no noticeable marring of wood 

or metal, bluing perfect (except at muzzle or sharp edges).
  VERY GOOD: In perfect working condition, no appreciable wear on working 

surfaces, no corrosion or pitting, only minor surface dents or scratches.
  GOOD: In safe working condition, minor wear on working surfaces, no bro-

ken parts, no corrosion or pitting that will interfere with proper functioning.
  FAIR: In safe working condition but well worn, perhaps requiring replace-

ment of minor parts or adjustments which should be indicated in advertise-
ment, no rust, but may have corrosion pits which do not render article unsafe 
or inoperable.

•  Antique Firearm Conditions Standards
  FACTORY NEW: All original parts; 100% original finish; in perfect condition 

in every respect, inside and out.
  EXCELLENT: All original parts; over 80% original finish; sharp lettering, 

numerals and design on metal and wood; unmarred wood; fine bore.
  FINE: All original parts; over 30% original finish; sharp lettering, numerals 

and design on metal and wood; minor marks in wood; good bore.

  VERY GOOD: All original parts; none to 30% original finish; original metal 
surfaces smooth with all edges sharp; clear lettering, numerals and design 
on metal; wood slightly scratched or bruised; bore disregarded for collectors 
firearms.

  GOOD: Some minor replacement parts; metal smoothly rusted or lightly 
pitted in places, cleaned or re-blued; principal letters, numerals and design on 
metal legible; wood refinished, scratched bruised or minor cracks repaired; in 
good working order.

  FAIR: Some major parts replaced; minor replacement parts may be required; 
metal rusted, may be lightly pitted all over, vigorously cleaned or re-blued; 
rounded edges of metal and wood; principal lettering, numerals and design on 
metal partly obliterated; wood scratched, bruised, cracked or repaired where 
broken; in fair working order or can be easily repaired and placed in working 
order.

  POOR: Major and minor parts replaced; major replacement parts required and 
extensive restoration needed; metal deeply pitted; principal lettering, numerals 
and design obliterated, wood badly scratched, bruised, cracked or broken; 
mechanically inoperative; generally undesirable as a collector's firearm.

REGISTRATION
•  All bidders must submit their full legal name, address, email, and telephone 

number at the time of registration. Photo identification will be required at the 
time of registration.

•  Agents of bidders must provide proof of agency before bidding. Agents are 
responsible for the payment of any won lots, whether or not the agent is paid by 
their executor(s). Third party checks are not accepted.

•  Bidders may be asked to present a credit card.
ESTIMATES AND RESERVES
•  Opening bids will be no less than 50% of a given low estimate.
•  Some items may have reserves. The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on the 

seller’s behalf up to this amount. An item will not sell for less than the reserved 
amount.

BIDDING
•  Auctioneer will have sole discretion in accepting bids.
•  Absentee
 •  Buyer’s may place absentee bids. These bids will be executed by the auction-

eer starting at the lowest amount to the highest amount.
 •  Absentee bidders are encouraged to place their bids at least 24 hours prior to 

the start of the auction. Absentee bids placed after this time are not guaran-
teed to be executed.

 •  In the event of tied absentee bids, the bid placed first will be given prefer-
ence.

•  Phone
 •  A limited number of phone bids are available for live bidding. Phone bidders 

must register before 5:00 PM US EST on the day prior to an auction. Phone 
bidders registered after this time are not guaranteed.

 •  Phone bidders are encouraged to place a backup bid, in the event we are 
unable to reach the bidder. These bids will be placed by the operator on the 
bidder’s behalf. L&G is not responsible for missed phone bids.

•  Internet
 •  L&G reserves the right to place auctions on third-party online platforms 

such as Proxibid, Invaluable, LiveAuctioneers, HiBid, and others. Buyers 
are responsible for the payment of any charges incurred by the use of these 
platforms.

 •  L&G is not responsible for the failure of platforms or any other technological 
issues experienced while using these platforms.

BUYER’S PREMIUM
•  A buyer’s premium of 15% will be added to the hammer price of each lot plus 

any premium imposed by the applicable third-party auction platform.

Terms & Conditions
INCREMENTS
$1-$300 .............................................................. $10
$300-$500 .......................................................... $25
$500-$1,000 ....................................................... $50
$1,000-$3,000 .................................................. $100
$3,000-$5,000 .................................................. $250
$5,000-$25,000 ................................................ $500
$25,000-$50,000 ...........................................$1,000
$50,000+ ......At the discretion of the auctioneer.
•  Auctioneer may change the increment at any time.
TITLE
•  Title shall pass upon the falling of the hammer or the announcement of the lot 

as “sold” by the auctioneer.
•  Buyer assumes all risk in transporting items after title has been transferred. 

L&G assumes no responsibility for items damaged after title has passed.
PAYMENT
•  Payment is due upon awarding of the lot.
•  Payment methods accepted are ACH, check, credit card (3% fee for credit card), 

money order, and wire transfer ($20 fee for each wire transfer).
•  It is the buyer’s responsibility to remove all items from the premises at the time 

of sale. Items not removed after 30 days from auction date will incur a storage 
fee of $25 per week to be paid by the buyer. Items will not be released to the 
buyer until all fees, including any applicable storage fees are collected in full.

•  Items not removed after 90 days from the date of auction will be considered 
abandoned property and will be subject to resale or disposal at the discretion of 
L&G without a refund.

TAXES
•  L&G may collect sales tax or use tax when applicable. In the event of a contested 

tax payment, the buyer agrees to either pay the state directly or reimburse L&G 
for any and all tax liabilities.

SHIPPING
•  L&G uses a third-party fulfillment partner for shipments. L&G is not responsi-

ble for any damages incurred during shipping.
LIABILITIES AND WARRANTIES
•  Every lot is sold “AS IS” and L&G does not make any representations or warran-

ties except those as laid out in these Terms & Conditions.
•  Ammunition is sold as collectors ammunition only. Buyers shall assume any 

and all liability for its use, and will hold L&G, its officers, employees, consign-
ors, and affiliates harmless from any damages or losses resulting from its use.

•  L&G shall not be liable for any loss or damages resulting from the use of 
purchased items.

RETURNS
•  The L&G limited warranty applies only to the original purchaser of an item. 

Any disputes regarding authenticity will only be entertained up to 14 days after 
the date of auction. If the buyer is not satisfied with the authenticity of an item, 
they must, at their own expense, furnish two statements from mutually agreed 
upon experts in the field.

•  Buyer’s sole remedy for disputes of authenticity will be the rescission of payment 
and return of the item. It is to be understood that this is the only remedy avail-
able to the buyer and is in place of any other remedy.

•  L&G reserves the right to deny returns of any object collected by a floor bidder 
after title is transferred.
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